RED TANK!
RED TANK! is a band from Phoenix, AZ. We’ve existed in some
incarnation since September of 2010 (I started it when I was 19 as a
side-project of sorts). Over the better part of a decade, it’s grown into
something far beyond the scope of what I ever thought it could be. In
many ways, we’re still very unknown, but I forget how much of my
time and energy I’ve spent obsessing over this project and how much
of my life it can completely and unabashedly monopolize from time
to time. I believe myself to be Red Tank!’s biggest fan, though I’ve
had people tell me otherwise.
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Throughout all of the lineup changes, practices, and occasional turmoil, I can’t help but love how much I’ve put into this. I’m writing
this in a somewhat personal and candid fashion because the zine has
a relatively small readership at this point (and I’m still afforded that
opportunity), but I would like to think those who are subscribing want
to know more about this band, the process, and everything that’s gone
into it and will go into it over the years. I want to thank you for your
support in that regard.
There’s no way of describing just how much I’ve dedicated to this
project or how much gratitude I have for anyone who has ever been
a part of it in any way. What I’ve seen is a lot of people who seem to
care a lot about a little band, and I think that comes from putting so
much of myself into it in the first place. I suppose there’s plenty of
zines to fill with all of that sentiment, but for now, thanks for subscribing and enjoy the first issue.
Yours Truly,
Clipper Arnold
and Red Tank!

Top: Jeff Habgood, Sam Russo, Clipper Arnold,
and Erik Naranjo performing at Black Lodge in
Seattle. Photographed by Annabelle Click.
Bottom: Nate Ray performing on drums during a
show with Surf Curse and The Lala Lalas at 51
West in Tempe. Photographed by Isaac Emmons

“Beef” by Clipper Arnold (2016)

Clipper crowdsurfing during Red Tank!’s set at Wolvves’ final Phoenix show.
Photographed by Tatiana De La Cruz

This image was manipulated from a cross-section of
Kobe beef that I found on the internet. It’s desaturated,
the levels are a little mixed up, and it’s patterned. I don’t
know what was so appealling about it--it just looked very
mysteriously marbelled. I made this image as an experiment more than anything, but ended up using it on BIO/
FEEDBACK, which you can see to the right.That album
cover itself borrows heavily from the layout of Grimes’
Visions. I just needed a space filler, really--something to
occupy a cell and balance out a visual. After experimenting with it, I noticed how much it looked like a QR code,
which is a bit ironic, given that it’s a digital image composed of organic animal matter. The image also appears
on the back of this zine and on the sides of our cassette
versions of BIO/FEEDBACK.

We’ve been putting some new merch designs together for tour and just to switch out some of the
material we’ve had for a while. This is a preview of a shirt designed by Anthony Smith--a friend
from Portland who has played in the band Hot Spit. The shirt makes use of a Silver Surfer frame,
and we’ll likely be stocking them in the next few weeks.

AM I MAKING “PROGRESS” IN THE ABYSS? IS MY COMMUNION REPREHENSIBLE? I’M SPRAWLED OUT IN THE DESERT
SANDS TRYING TO FIGURE OUT HOW MANY GRAINS CORRESPOND TO HOW MANY FRACTIONS OF LIFETIMES AND I
CAN’T FIGURE OUT WHETHER TO SHOVE SAND DOWN MY
THROAT OR TO BUILD A SAND CASTLE. PARALYZING ENTROPY READS THUS: HOW DID A MEANINGLESS PROTOZOA
IN A/AN (UN)CONVENTIONAL CREVICE OF THE UNIVERSE
EVENTUALLY EVOLVE INTO A BEING WITH THE CAPACITY
TO FASHION AN AUTOMOBILE? TO FASHION THE PARADIGM
THAT GUIDES ITS OWN SELF-DESTRUCTION? WE’RE RECKLESS ANOMALISTIC BASTARDS OF THE UNIVERSE, FLOATING, FUCKING, SELF-DETONATABLE, SELF-REPRODUCING,
KUBRICKIAN MANNEQUINS. I AWAKE AND TELL MYSELF TO
TAKE SOME SORT OF ACTION IN A DIRECTION THAT MEANS
MY MOTHER’S SUFFERING AND SELF-NEGLECT WON’T GO
TO WASTE. I AWAKE AND TELL MYSELF TO TAKE SOME SORT
OF ACTION IN A DIRECTION THAT MEANS MY SUFFERING
AND SELF-NEGLECT WON’T GO TO WASTE. I AWAKE AND
TELL MYSELF TO TAKE SOME SORT OF ACTION IN A DIRECTION THAT MEANS THE WORLD’S SUFFERING AND SELF-NEGLECT WON’T GO TO WASTE. THIS IS A GAME OF BOGGLE
MARRED BY BLOODY AND BROKEN HANDS, RIDDLED WITH
SELF-DEFEATING PARADOXES OF REGRET AND ANGUISH
THAT NECESSITATES A PATH OF UNENDING REVERBERATIONS OF DESPAIR. BUT YOU CAN STILL FEEL AN ANCIENT
WIND RUN THROUGH THE SONORAN AND ALL CASTLES, DESPITE THEIR DEGREE OF DELUSION OR BEAUTY HARMONIZE IN THE HUM OF ITS EROSIVE EQUILIBRIUM
-RED TANK! “EROSION”-

Red Tank! tattoos with Sam, Clipper, and Erik. Done by Ange at Temple of Ink

My first live performance ever was a Battle of
the Bands with my old band, Panama Gold. Even
though we were nervous we performed better than
expected to a crowd of mainly our friends at Civic Space Park. The sound guy complimented my
guitar tone, my parents clapped and I made up the
words as I went along to songs that had no lyrics
yet. It was a good first show. We didn’t win. Red
Tank! won, because of course my first show was a
battle of the bands against Red Tank! When I found
out who won, I was happy. Even without having
gone to a lot of local shows at the time, I knew Red
Tank! was different. Clipper was probably wearing
sunglasses at night, Austin Rickert bled on his guitar and they played a cover of a Scott Pilgrim song.
It was markedly different than anything I expected
from most smaller bands at time, and it was cool.
But at the time I was too young, too inexperienced
and regrettably too immature to make anything out
of it. I don’t remember if I ever said anything to
any of them after the show, and I never contacted
them in the future for help with shows. It was a
time in my life where I was too proud to ask for
help.
It was three years later that I would actually meet
Clipper and join Red Tank!. During my time with
them, I’ve recorded 2 albums, and played too many
shows to count. I’ve been surrounded by my best
friends, seen the west coast 4 times over, helped
open a Chili’s by playing in their parking lot, and
played some of the most energizing and fun music

I have ever heard. For the first time in my musical
life I was challenging myself to work harder, to listen and react, and to be a part of something greater
than myself. And its those lessons that I will take to
heart in my new project, Gasol.
Gasol’s focus will be a little different from Red
Tank! I can’t scream like Clipper, and our songs
will probably take the tempo down about 50 bpm.
But I imagine any fan of RT! will be able to find
the parallels: the hooks, the energy and the emotion. Our first EP, 8 1/2, will be out later in the
Summer. The inspiration comes from Fellini’s film
of the same name, as this is my take on overcoming writers block, anxiety and heartbreak. Some of
these songs are songs I’ve had lying around for 6
years, while some of them are brand new.
Playing in Red Tank! has been humbling. I’ve
learned that its always okay to ask for help, whether it be on small tasks like loading in, or grand
ventures like booking a west coast tour. And in
thinking back about that first show, I can identify
just how much Red Tank! has helped me grow.
-Jeff Habgood

The following is a small collection of Red
Tank! fliers I’ve designed throughout the
past few years. I’m sure there are plenty
more you could dig up on Facebook, but
here’s a small sampling of almost every
flier I have saved in my “Red Tank” folder.
Most of these are inspired by (if not directly ripped from) Jean Giraurd a.k.a.
“Moebius” or various anime/manga titles.
Some of these were featured in a Moebius
tribute zine at Ash Ave. Comics. There’s
also a healthy dose of other elements of
fantasy, science fiction, the occult, or other comic-book related imagery. Some of
these borrow from the high-fashion world
or other supposedly revered forms of art.
Most are monochromatic and purposefully cluttered, grungy, and noisy.
I like to think these fliers do a good job
of encapsulating the visual “feel” of Red
Tank! and they’re probably the most visually relevant pieces people associate with
the band. It’s recently occurred to me that
I don’t actually attribute myself credit for
most of them.
I might describe specific shows or fliers
at a later date, but as a whole, I think they
show a lot of what the band is about and
our visual influences.

RED TANK! TOUR DIARIES

What follows is a reprinting of Clipper’s Tour Diaries from the very first Red Tank! West Coast tour. They
originally were published in four parts in the Tourkidd blog section. Captured through the lens of a captain’s
log, they portray all the challenges and idealism associated with being a young band on their first big DIY
tour. The following events took place between June 24 through July 11, 2015.
____________________________
Clipper- the gracious and lupine
captain, vocalist and guitarist.
Jeff- the sandy-haired connoisseur
of texture and appeasement, guitar.
Sam- the bearded and long-haired
drummer of even temper.
Elijah- the young poet, full of
heart, blue-haired, bass.
Dean- the long-haired, bespectacled survivalist, humorist and
mediator, merch.
___________________________
After spending a number of hours
packing, tying duffle bags to the
roof of the SUV, and driving
past mountains and sand dunes,
we arrived in San Diego. The 70
degree weather was a lush dream
compared to the sweltering, sweaty
Phoenix heat of the kickoff show
from the night before.
Cricket, a bubbly, middle-aged
blues singer, greeted us at our destination. She had moved to San Diego a week prior. She’s the mother
of one of Sam’s friends–a friend
who responded to Sam’s distress
signal on Facebook inquiring for a
last minute place to stay. She led us
to her modestly furnished, though
comfortable, one-room guest house
(that she herself had just moved
into).
The San Diego show was a quagmire from the get-go. After having

a house show fall through, I took
over booking duties from Jeff and
managed to get us onto a bar show
with a few Burger Records bands
(hosted by Bujwah Strangers) at
Tower Bar just three days before
we departed.
The bar was the best kind of dingy (read: cheap beer). They also
had a tattoo parlor upstairs. The
ambiance consisted of surf videos
projected during performers’ sets
and Jay Reatard blaring in between.
Normally, we clear it with bars up
front that two of our members are
under the legal drinking age. The
typical situation is that they are
only allowed inside to play during
our set (though we’ve had to clarify
beforehand ever since we had a
particularly nasty experience with a
bar owner in L.A. in January).
Apparently, the promoter and the
bar owner had an underlying issue
wherein the promoter tried to sneak
in a couple of friends with fake
IDs. Understandably so, the bar
owner was having none of it this
go-around, so we resigned to press
forward, playing a two person set
between Jeff and myself.
Despite being stripped down, the
other bands and patrons enjoyed
our performance and gave us some
gracious accolades. We sold a bit
of merch, and saw the other bands
before heading out. We bought a
bottle of champagne to share with
Cricket. We played a few rounds
of “Never Have I Ever” and ate hot

dogs before passing out.
After hanging out in coffee shops
and eating pancakes, we left for
our show in Ontario, California.
The show was in a self-described
“rough part of town” but it felt a lot
like home. The house show took
place outside, complete with a tarp
and a charmingly shitty PA. Hundreds of high school kids showed
up to party, see their friends perform, and to sell cupcakes in order
to fund a recently deceased friend’s
tombstone.
We made friends with the dudes
from The Red Pears–the headlining act. Their sound drew heavy
influence from The Strokes, The
Arctic Monkeys, and other early-/mid-2000s garage rock. They
initially greeted us when we pulled
up in our SUV. They wore matching denim jackets and were named
Henry and Jose. Jose mistakenly
introduced himself has Henry, a
fact that Dean pestered and joked
about with him for the remainder of
the evening.
We found the age of the crowd to
be logistically problematic when
we tried to coordinate a place to
stay for the evening. We met with
a few friends and ended up staying at our friend Jared’s house–a
guy who was still wearing the Hot
Topic lanyard someone left from
when we played his house in January. His parents got us pizza in the
morning. We played chess and got
some work done at a coffee shop.
Dean compared crocs with a small

girl at the coffee shop before cheering
and hi-fiving over the existence of
airplanes.
After a round of “backyard wrestling”
in the living room, we went to our
next show at a skate shop in Fullerton. There was a tabletop games store
next door. Some of our friends from
the area also came to the show. There
were a couple of really good bands
who performed with us, and the DIY
organization that put on the event
seemed to espouse a lot of know-how
as well as benevolent ethos. Afterwards, we joked in the parking lot and
got Del Taco.
The next morning, we drove through
rolling, yellow-hued hills, through
highways dotted with forestry, past
expansive farmland (garlic, strawberries, cherries etc.) and into beautiful
Santa Cruz. I had a gnarly headache,
likely induced by the pressure change
and a relatively grueling 6-hour car
ride.

We played at Storey House, a legendary house venue. We were told there
hadn’t been a show there in almost a
year but that bands such as TWIABP,
Pity Sex, and a litany of punk bands
had passed through there. They had to
cut back following complaints from
neighbors. However, this was long
after they found their residence had its
own Wikipedia page.
The house was reminiscent of the
lost boys’ encampment from Hook–a
sprawling house with 11 people inhabiting various living spaces. Books
were stacked to the ceiling. There
were tapestries, brightly colored spray
paint, and various works of art adorning the walls. There was also a koi /
turtle pond in the back.
We played to a crowd who seemed
more interested in grooving, dancing,
and moving rather than thrashing. I
personally considered this a pleasant
and serendipitous departure from the
more conventional reactions our music typically produces. After cracking
jokes, drinking beer, and smoking
cigarettes well into the night, we split
a couple of couches to crash on.
From these few days, I’ve gathered
that tour is often romanticized–
though not without good reason.
Thus far, tinges of loneliness and
homesickness have popped up here
and there–usually whenever I open
my phone’s lock screen to a picture
of my girlfriend. Keeping in contact with friends, family, and loved
ones is sometimes a difficult, though
important activity to make time for.
Sleeping on floors and couches,
eating bad food, and drinking (even
lightly) most nights can be a difficult
thing to sustain. However, sharing
our music and hearing others’ is
very fulfilling. Joking with friends
and making our own adventures
has made the time more enjoyable.
Mostly everyone has been incredibly
patronly and welcoming thus far–not
to mention, extremely receptive to the

music. Jumping quickly into and out
of very specific cultures and locations seem to bring unexpected insights, so I’m excited to see what the
next couple of weeks have in store.
In the morning, our host, Kelsea, took
us to a Brazilian breakfast restaurant.
She also took us through a trail in
the redwoods, which was, amazingly
enough, just around the corner from
Storey House. We turned the corner
from civilization and instantly found
ourselves in ancient forestry. In Oakland, we ran into some more trouble.
After our mishap in San Diego, we
double-checked to make sure all of
our bar shows would still be kosher
with the underage performers.
Apparently the Oakland bar owner
wasn’t talked to directly and it totally
wasn’t kosher. Jeff’s communication
was with a band who helped book the
show (but wasn’t actually playing that
evening). For a while the other underage band, Twitches, and the other
band on the bill, The Truants, tried
to figure out an alternate location to
play. I drank a few beers, let Jeff run
damage control, and waited for things
to sort themselves out. The bartender
was sympathetic and gave me a free
beer. Someone from the other bands
came up with a spot, a warehouse / art
space called The Foundry in Berkeley. We drove over and congregated
around a locked gate that was flanked
by resting panther statues. We smoked
cigarettes and killed time for a while–
only to find that the address information was wrong and the actual address
was a few blocks down.
We all drove and walked to the third
location. A strange stew of demoralization, frustration, and serendipitous
adventure was in the air as we made
our way to the last stretch of the proverbial scavenger hunt. We pulled up
to the warehouse, climbed the steps
and found ourselves on a suspended
wooden platform that was furnished

with recycled church pews. It looked like a skeleton of
a building that Spiderman would fight a bad guy in. It
was, truthfully, the venue I wanted to play all along. The
owner turned on the lights, laid down the rules, and started drinking a few beers. He explained how he had just
returned from some jam band festival in Colorado that his
girlfriend dragged him to.
The Truants and The Twitches performed before us. Despite a few mishaps, the show turned out to be one of the
best so far. Somehow there were still about 30 people who
made it (including some of the bar staff who, themselves,
played in bands). The energy was palpable. Our performance was frenzied and focused. The other bands were
great and it was amazing. Afterwards, we drove to San
Francisco and stayed with Jeff’s friend, Phil–a zany former Mormon with wild hair and circle-frame glasses. The
other guys headed in while Sam and I sought out parking.
While the city was beautiful, parking was a psychosis-inducing hellscape. We ended up having to park about a
mile and a half from Phil’s and walked up and down hills
to get back.
We got breakfast in the morning while Phil went to his
dentist appointment. I had an inkling that the waitstaff
were secretly my best friends, seeing as how they were
wearing Guitar Wolf and RVIVR shirts. We stopped by a
used book store and picked up anti-capitalist, subaltern,
etc. reading materials before playing soccer with some
local kids in the park.
We played at a bar called El Rio. It was a really cool place
with an extensive back patio. We were parked in a precarious spot, but Jeff and I went in to greet the owner and
get the details for the show. The bartender gave me a beer
but Jeff suggested we unload the gear first. Because of our
parking situation and inability to anticipate the best course
of unloading, we ended up having to move the cargo four
separate times in order to get it to a suitable location.
I was getting progressively more frustrated with each
movement phase. My beer warmed for half an hour and I
was acting like kind of an asshole to Jeff as a result, even
though it wasn’t anything he could have feasibly foresaw.
Though it’s important to be efficient and have foresight
on the road, ultimately our gear is more important and expensive than a cold beer. I guess sometimes captains lose
their cool. The show itself was alright. We ran into Dadadoh (one of our friends from Phoenix who was on tour
with Fairy Bones). I talked to an architect from Portland
and another young couple about anime before our set. We
played with Spank Bank and Parae. One of Spank Bank’s
members was originally from Phoenix, so he was

stoked to play with us. I think he mentioned seeing us a
few years
ago. Parae was cool, dark, wavy stuff and their drummer
had a really interesting idiosyncratic style. We had to
leave almost immediately after (because of the parking
situation) but we went back to Phil’s and played a homebrew, freeform “Alice In Wonderland” inspired session of
Dungeons & Dragons before bed.
We drove over the Golden Gate Bridge and drove 6 or
7 hours to Sacramento. Unfortunately we didn’t get a
chance to see the “Full House” house.
C’est la vie.
In Sacramento, lush forestry and dense urban landscape
settled into flat terrain and a less dense cityscape. City
streets were condensed to single letters and it felt a lot
calmer than the considerably more frantic San Francisco
living we had just left.
We played a bar show at The Press Club in Sacramento
with Pisscat and The Baddest Beams. One of the dudes
from The Baddest Beams wore a Bauhaus shirt and had
some bizarrely interesting lyricism. I had an inkling that
he frequented a particularly popular online music imageboard, which he confirmed. We talked to the Pisscat guys
about Dungeons & Dragons and comic books. The bands

were good, but for a city which was
the breeding ground of a band like
Death Grips, you might have imagined a bit more exciting scenery.
We also ran into Dadadoh and Fairy
Bones, who helped provide a place to
stay for the evening.
Roles, responsibilities, teamwork,
and maturity are certainly important things to keep in mind, not just
on the road, but also in a band in
general (and possibly in real life,
but I wouldn’t know anything about
that). We’re all out here together
trying to “take care of business”
and have fun. Sometimes things just
have to be done for the sake of the
group. I’m making tough decisions,
delegating and basically being a dad
when I have to. Jeff is the first mate
and treasurer. Sam primarily handles driving duties. Dean and Elijah
handle miscellaneous duties such as
tying bags to the car. Cohesion, being respectful of each others’ space,
and doing what needs to be done
keeps things moving. We also crack
jokes constantly, which tends to put
everyone at ease (especially hosts
and other bands).
However, it’s also very important to
carve out some alone time or go for
a walk, even if it’s just a few minutes to keep your head clear. When
you’re breathing the same air and
sharing the same space with anyone
24/7, there is bound to be conflict
occasionally.
It’s how those conflicts are resolved
and how good of a relationship you
have with your bandmates in the
first place that dictate how smoothly
things will go from there. I’m glad

everyone in the band genuinely
cares for and appreciates each
other, even outside of the context
of the band. Sometimes you hear
about bands falling apart on the

road because of the stress, constant proximity or maybe from
not really liking each other in the
first place. In our case, I feel like
we’re all growing a lot and becoming better. In general, touring is a
tumultuous affair with mental and
physical states often on the verge
of fragility. There’s no choice but
to stay calm and thrive on the
waves of chaos.
In Sacramento, we woke up and
got gas station coffee for the drive
to Eugene. On the way, desolate
yellow flatland transfigured before
our eyes into the majestic forestry
and mountain terrain that was the
Pacific Northwest (the PNW). We
watched an anime in the car that
Kelsea had given us called Tekkonkinkreet. It was a touching narrative about two brothers and the
importance of balance. It affected
me at a visceral level.
In Oregon, you’re legally required
to have someone pump your gas.
However, they also had an excitable
blue tank-topped bro at the Dutch
Bros. stand who was happy to welcome us to the PNW. Some things
are the same everywhere you go.
In Eugene, we arrived at The
Boreal, a precious, communally
operated DIY space–very much
reminiscent of The Trunk Space
back home.
They had a lot of alternative literature and a very decent sound
system which primarily had adjustments made wirelessly through
an iPad. An older, English football
enthusiast named Saxon ran the
place that night (though he made it
very clear that it was a communally-owned, volunteer-run space).

were fun and partied with us for a bit

We played with Chest Cavity and
The Slumps of Trough Raid records. Everywhere we played,
people were very eager to hear
about or share recent developments
in marijuana legislation–especially
in Oregon, where it was legalized
a day before our arrival. We played
a fun show and dropped Dean’s
Vietnamese friend, Vy (who had
come to the show) back off at home
before heading to Portland. She
called Dean a nerd for having to
wear ear plugs.
In Portland, we stayed with my
friend Tyler, whom I had met a few
years back. He had played roadie/
tour manager for his friend’s band
who toured through Phoenix. He
offered us copious amounts of
whiskey, which some of us obliged,
despite a 10 hour day of driving. In
a few minutes, Jeff and Dean were
partying with their shirts off while
Tyler and I lightly drank, and Elijah
and Sam slumbered.
In the morning, we trekked a
half mile to Isaac Brock’s house
(through a cemetery) to drop off
some cheesy fan-mail in the hopes
of becoming best friends. Unfortunately, he was on tour, but
the house-sitter appreciated my
stopping by and ensured me he’d
receive it. We spent the rest of the
day messing around on slide guitar, watching some live footage of
noise bands, figuring out Wolvves
songs on guitar, and going to a four
story book store before heading to
the show.
We performed at a Dr. Who-themed
/ science fiction / fish and chips
bar called The Tardis Room with
a band called Jumb Dock. They

before one of their parents said they
needed to come home. We continued
hanging out with Tyler, who told me
he used to smuggle bibles into China
when he was 12 (his family used to be
evangelists). I gave Tyler our copy of
Tekkonkinkreet, as I thought he might
appreciate it. We watched Friends and
fell asleep.
The next morning was July 4th.
Despite being the PNW, the hot and
sweaty temperatures were rivaling
Phoenix. We first played in Olympia
at a bar called Le Voyeur (when we
originally searched it, Google Maps
directed us to a place in France)
through a day festival event Deadbeat
Records had organized. Some of the
band commented about how Olympia
seemed similar to Eugene.
Despite a relatively light turnout, the
audience was very engaged. A man
named Vern greeted us out back and
told us our set was the best he had
seen in several years. He invited us to
his place to BBQ and shoot fireworks
for the fourth, but we had to get going
to Seattle. We gave him a CD and got
going. We later found his Wikipedia
page and nearly screamed when we
found that he had played bass on a
Blonde Redhead album.
In Seattle, we played at a DIY space
called Black Lodge, which was next
to a bar called Victory Lounge. Both
venues were part of a five band tour
kickoff for a band called Killer Ghost.
We met up with my mom, who had
been vacationing in Washington and
came to see our set. We also met my
old roommate Pierce, and a few other
friends.
The show was excellent and we
played with some of the best bands
we’d been lucky enough to share a
bill with on tour. I particularly enjoyed this two-piece called Art Fad.

During Killer Ghost’s set, the guitarist’s headstock split off–an unprecedented and anomalous event, the
likes of which I had never witnessed
before. Afterwards, he let me keep
the broken headstock, which will be
added to my “Wall of Noise” (right
next to Brian Chippendale of Lightning Bolt’s broken ride cymbal) when
I get home.
We stayed at Pierce’s apartment and
drank a bit. Dean’s friend, Jess, came
with us and spoke French with Jeff.
She also was given a bottle of rainbow flag vodka by some drunk bros
to celebrate the fourth. Most of us
watched Friends before falling asleep.
Playing bar shows on tour is kind of
a precarious position to be in. Comparably, they’re relatively easy to get,
though difficult spaces to populate.
They give you drink tokens, typically, and sometimes you can get food.
However, the rules and regulations
can sometimes get in the way of underaged bands.
This is not to say our bar shows have
been bad, though they typically present some problems aside from being
able to actually play. The weekday

shows in general have been relatively
sparser when compared to weekend shows, but bar shows will often
alienate those who are, oftentimes,
the most energized and active age
group who attend live performances.
Additionally, the above 21ers will
have to consider whether or not a
hangover and staying out late will be
worth it when they clock into their
full time jobs in the morning.
The sound systems are typically
excellent, though plastering “live
music” on a marquee won’t make
very many people go out of their way
to pay a $5 cover for some local band
they’ve never heard to support a
touring band from Phoenix.
Sometimes bar shows can be very
easy to come by (and sometimes
very worthwhile!) but it may also
be worth your while to consider
your audience and make sure that
you do as much as you can to make
your show one worth having. House
shows, DIY Spaces, and bars that
have a reputation for good live
shows all have one thing in common: community. If you’re hacking
your way through the wasteland with
only a few companions by your side,

it’s very nice to encounter a comparable communal oasis
that feels just like home.
Dean woke up with a gnarly hangover after having drank
a lot the night before. We spent most of the day doing
conventionally touristy activities with my mother and
Seattle friends–eating at a breakfast place called Biscuit
B*tch, walking down to the pier, and visiting the ceramics
park.
It was our first free day so we had a lot of much-needed time to decompress, nap, and watch Friends and/or
House. I also had a bit of time to write a song on Pierce’s
left-handed guitar while the rest of the group got pizza.
We spent the rest of the night playing “Ninja” in the park
before leaving in the morning.
When we left for Spokane, the dense urban arteries of Seattle flattened out to yellow plains and hills. When we first
arrived in Spokane, we had the wrong address and mistakenly pulled into a relatively empty rural area. We were
very confused, bewildered and anxious about the prospect
of potentially playing to no one in the middle of nowhere
before we received the correct address.
The correct house was more of what we expected–a
relatively nice two or three story in the middle of a nicely
forested exurb. It was a house dubbed “Thunder Dome”
where we performed with a solo acoustic artist and a
hardcore band called East Sherman.

We played in a relatively modest but crowded basement
(great acoustics and muffled sound for the neighbors). It
was sweaty and crowded but the sound-waves bounced
around perfectly. People grooved, danced, and banged
their heads but were cautious enough to not push or mosh
in a small, crowded space. Everyone enjoyed it and it was
awesome.
Elijah was also pleasantly surprised to see and catch
up with some of their old friends from Pennsylvania
that night. We ended up staying at the Thunder Dome.
Dean prepared ramen stir fry for everyone, including the
home-owner/host.
In the morning, we got donuts and drove to Boise, where
we played at Crazy Horse with Figure 8. Allegedly,
Nirvana played there a number of years back. I talked to
the bouncer, a SHARP, for quite a while about semiotics.
Afterwards, we hung out with Figure 8 and celebrated Elijah’s birthday. We bought a couple of Fiesta Packs from
Del Taco, drank, and read poetry to each other until the
sun rose and we passed out.
Our show in Reno ended up getting cancelled, so we
stayed with some of mine and Dean’s family in Wells,
NV. We visited the lake and saw some rain–which we
hadn’t experienced throughout all of tour. We drove
through winding mountain roads with various deer crossing caution signs, through Las Vegas, and arrived in Flagstaff around 6 a.m.
In Flagstaff, we got coffee and
breakfast food. We met up with
a number of friends from home,
including my girlfriend. It was
our last show before home. We
played at at a house affiliated
with TUFNAU with Coffee
Pot and Oh, Rose (from Olympia). I kept pestering Oh, Rose
about whether or not they knew
RVIVR. There were a good
amount of people who showed
up, and it was an excellent
show. The cops came during our
very last song. They let us finish
and told us to try to keep the
noise down. I tried to give one
of them a CD, but he said he
couldn’t accept it. At the after
party, I got a haircut that I’d
wanted throughout all of tour.

Unfortunately, they had improper tools, so it ended up taking roughly three hours and was performed using dull
scissors and a face razor.
In the morning, we had a short drive back to Tempe, where we played a house show with Sun Hex, Human Behavior, and Brudi for my birthday.
Our homecoming was great, if not a bit jarring. It’s difficult to slip back into the habit of “real life” after
having been across a sizable portion of the country for the past couple of weeks. We met and experienced
more amazing people, places, and wonders than I have in a number of years and couldn’t imagine having to
return to the everyday doldrums. Though, routines can be nice and comforting. Spending time with people I
deeply missed and care for immensely cannot be undersold. However, it’s difficult to know that while I’m sitting at a desk, reading articles online, or watching torrented television shows that I’m missing out on sharing
music, poetry, and stir fry with strangers, or creating lifelong connections and friendships. I’m sure we’ll be
back on the road soon enough.

THE END?

UPDATES
The weekend of April 21st, we had the pleasure of doing a small
Arizona tour with Justus Proffit, a band from Los Angeles, fronted by
Justus Proffit. We played in Phoenix, Flagstaff, and Tucson. The Flagstaff show was unreal. I forgot what house shows were supposed to
be like. You should take a listen to Justus’ new stuff because it’s great.
The old stuff is great too.
We’ve been practicing and playing shows with the local lineup, which
consists of Michael Cullan (bass), Nate Ray (drums), and Jeff Habgood (guitar), though Nate is the only one touring in the Summer.
Daniel Pogue (guitar) and Nicholas Renneman (bass) will be playing on our East Coast dates, which are presently still being booked.
Though the next issue will be after our tour, you can find updates
about it online.
Our current show dates are as follows:
06.24 - Hot Flash Heat Wave, Inner Wave (LA Bands)
06.30 - Flexxx for Planned Parenthood
07.15 - Tour Kickoff
07.15 - 08.01 - East Coast Tour
Our website is:
redtank.org
You can subscribe to this zine at:
patreon.com/redtank
Send booking requests, fanart, love/hate mail, etc. to:
redtankmusic@gmail.com

AM I MAKING PROGRESS IN THE ABYSS?
IS MY COMMUNION REPREHENSIBLE?

